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WE CREATE MUSIC
TELEVISION GLOBALLY
WORLD’S FIRST COMPLETE MUSIC TELEVISION NETWORK

FOQUS TV - MUSIC TELEVISION

FIRST OF IT’S KIND
Our show is one of a kind with music industry backing us. We
have the potential to really capture the entire market. Foqus
TV delivers music videos, music news, concerts, live event coverage and all ona 24 hour basis globally. The reaction to our
coverage has gained popularity amoung the market movers
and social media followings tell us that the people appreciate
our efforts with positive feedback. Cable providers globally
have welcomed our channel to be apart of their programming
almost instantly, allowing us to expand at an amazing speed.

MARKETS
Music has desperately needed something to allow musicians
to get exposure, this market offers a plethora of genres and an
overwhelming line up of musicians. Adding the coverage at a
global level will provide people with real information that will
be the key to our success and growth into the audience and
expansion to more cable operators as well as OTT and IPTV
solutions. Because of this great successful adaption into the
markets, we have been able to obtain 600 million devices. We
are currently in 81.6 million homes and on DTV. Most people
are seeking this new outlet as concerts and pandemic closures.

TECHNOLOGY
We posses the newest features in technology advances with
augmented reality, interaction to fans live, apps that allow for
voting and choices with all made to provide clear exposure
from the bands, audience and our advertisers in the coolest
way. Our team of experts came to us from the biggest
companies who have joined us to revolutionize the future.

MUSIC NETWORK
MUSIC TELEVISION BROADCAST
Welcome to the Foqus TV Music Network! We offer a full 24 hour
programming that provides music videos with VJ’s ( or Video
Jockey’s). Within our first month, the channel was so accepted
that we entered 81 million homes in our first two weeks. We are
now beginning to air on several global platforms, projected to
reach about 250,000 to 1 million viewers in our opening month,
watching and average of 4 to 5 hours! Expanding to our overseas network in Q4 2021 is projected to bring an additional 10
million more viewers. Each month we are agressively seeking
additional cable operators to accept our network channel to
reach far more people, and as of now we are at 600 million
devices.
We are currently adding concert series and multiple VJ hour segments throughout a 24 hour period, as these types of markets
are active 24 hours a day. Our show provides the resources and
highly demanded music to bring awareness of market trends in
the industry, direct to our viewers. By adding reporters globally,
we will broadcast interviews with top industry leaders from
around the world, providing international perspectives,
country-specific outlook, and international brand awareness for
our network.
As awareness of the fact that Foqus TV offers the only comprehensive televised music is being accepted faster then any other
network means one thing, it is working and requested. With
strong guest line ups and a global presence with reporters at
various concert events, we will impede competition from would
be copy cats and continue to engage the demographics that are
highly valuable to advertisers. We are scheduled for three unique
airings per day with recordings to follow. This structure will fill
a void of much needed content to music enthusiasts and those
who are new to this burgeoning market, helping us grow into a
24 hour highly watched network channel.

About US
GLOBAL COVERAGE
Combining years of insight into our 30 years of film making, &
television broadcasting we are pleased to announce the birth of
Foqus TV, the World’s Newest Music Channel.
FoqusTV delivers insightful, interesting, simplified, and
digestible coverage of a musicians starving for televised
exposure to an ever expanding audience of enthusiasts,
supporters and loyal music fans. We have the experience and
personal relationships with music industry leaders to get the
videos direct, and to provide valuable insight and resources to
the growing masses of music deprived enthusiasts. Through
syndication television networks scattered across multiple
continents, we have the ability to distribute this channel
globally, ensuring our ability to connect this globally in the
early days of this markets impending explosive growth.
More so after the pandemic!

USER EXPERIENCE

INTERFACE DESIGN

From mobile streaming, to simply watching on television,
people will be able to access the show from anywhere in the
world. Our website is developed to be a one stop shop for music updates including live event coverage, music sales, and of
course, news. Mobile apps are planned too and coming soon!

Our show is designed to mirror the newest and most engaging genres of music but with a powerful, untapped broadcast
power. We are using our main demographic atomsphere and
our mobile version is designed with a powerful engine of high
performance graphics that grab and interact with viewers.

BRAND IDENTITY

STRATEGY

There is a massive opportunity inherent in music markets, and
that opportunity is rooted in the youthful demographics that
have gravitated to this market to see new creations of music.
Foqus TV will be the first of its’ kind in over 2 decades, anywhere in the world, and has the advantage of reaching the key
demographics that advertisers are courting. Because of this,
Foqus TV’s brand combines both the authority of good music
with youthful elements, including a focus on cutting edge
tech, a tendency to lean toward rebellious and fun
commentary, and coverage that illustrates how the future
is being built today. This isn’t your father’s old music record
player. This is something brand new... fun and cool enough for
20 somethings, but informative enough for Dad to get excited
as well.

TECHNOLOGY
Our amazing team of developers are also working on some
of the newest technology that will be a free download for live
and up-to-date information and social media interaction.

In an age where communities have congregated online, developing brand awareness simply comes down to capturing the
attention of viewers within the very online communities where
they focus their attention. With so many new artists arising
and gathering the support of tens of thousands, Foqus TV will
spread brand awareness by engaging the top newest bands
and artist’s to showcase music while also providing an outlet
for the musicians and fans to share this new content with their
social media community... win-win!

SOCIAL MEDIA
We at FTV understand how crucial social media is to broad
outreach and brand awareness. Each day, our content will be
cut into “bite-sized” chunks and disseminated across all of the
most important social media outlets including, Facebook,
Twitter, Linkedin, Instagram and of course Telegram. By placing
key information into quick clips, we will make it easy for
viewers to stay informed quickly and effortlessly, increasing
the potential for viral postings and reaching more people
globally to know what’s happening with us.

LIVE AT EVENTS

ON LOCATION
CONCERTS - INTERVIEWS & MORE

THIS INCLUDES
Live Updates
Information on New Markets
Tradeshow Coverage
Guest Interviews
Global Blockchains
Comentary on Market Objectives
Last Call Choices Insight

We are a music network that is broadcasting with viewer interaction and new technologies making it hard to leave. Additionally we will be going on the road to various high profile
concerts that we are putting on or inconjunction with a concert promoter where will we do the show live from our mobile
studio production trucks. Our mobile trucks are connected
to mainstream feeds that will be sent directly to the networks
for ultimate live coverage and industry news updates. We will
be interviewing musicians, crowd attendees and top industry
people at each of these events. This will create a synergistic
expansion of awareness of both the interviewer (FTV) and the
interviewee. Major announcements will be a featured in
various segments on our shows alongside coverage of the
event. Event organizers also stand to gain from more
awareness of their events and will want to provide content to
be televised.

INSIDE STUDIO
REACHING ALL PLATFORMS
Our stages and studio settings are designed with a vibrant
underground look with professional lighting and production
value that mirrors traditional perfect settings. We cover the
hottest topics from the music world and provide interviews
with the key up-and-coming artists/bands in the industry. Our
format is comparable with the original MTV type look with
better graphics, and 2022 technology added. Our graphics are
designed to be engaging, informative and entertaining. Our
daily content is showcasing all types of music from around the
world giving this a global outreach that has been accepted
and taking on speed. We are all in-bound calls for adding our
channel to these operators line up. And getting the most
attraction from their viewers.

THIS INCLUDES
Mobile Updates
App Downloads
Interactive Website
Market Widgets
Social Media Clips & Bits
E-Commerce
Video Librarys
Market Connectivity
all markets available in real time!

THINK
YOUR BEST MUSIC NETWORK

DESIGN

OUR MISSION
ENTERTAINMENT IN MUSIC FASHION
Foqus TV understands that technology in the modern era
moves at the speed of light. In the digital age, keeping up with
the rapid pace means that information needs to be delivered
quickly, presented simply and distributed ubiquitously. We
also know with absolute certainty, that music and music sales
through blockchain based technology will completely
revolutionize the way mankind interacts with one another,
transacts with one another, and supports one another.

BUILD

REFINE

Those who have not understood the vision and the capability
that this technology holds have failed to serve their fellow
man. We at Foqus TV have the resources, the passion and the
“know-how” to empower people all over the globe with the
knowledge of what their future holds. We have the ability to
expedite the awareness and acceptance of this inevitable shift
and we consider it not just our mission, but our duty to usher
in the revolution.
Foqus TV will become a main channel globally due to the
amount of companies, sponsors, advertisers and high tech
companies pitching us to be the one to showcase today’s newest audience grabbers. Sustainably creating an overwhleming
acceptance in our youth to continue to discover music in
various new ways.

FOQUS TV DELIVERS EXPOSURE

BREAKING NEWS BANNERS

PLACEMENT PACKAGES
MAKE THE DIFFERENCE
BRAND AWARENESS THAT CAN’T BE OVERLOOKED

PROMOTIONAL PLACEMENT

FOQUS TV understands the needs of businesses getting
exposure, and can deliver a promising result from being on a
global channel that captures a loyal market. Our musicians
are specific to music related products who support music,
merchants who work with promoters and those that are learning about the future. More people are curious then ever about
the growing music phenomenon and more so as our network
expands. It is pure excitement for cable & OTT providers to
carry us globally.
Ad placement of this nature can easily win over people in the
industry because we are the first and only music channel of it’s
kind in over two decades.

LOWER THIRD BANNERS
MARKET WRAPS

POP UP BANNERS

PRODUCT PLACEMENT

“The Most Requested Topic By People for
Television to Air on Major Networks is Music
Videos.
We have achieved a huge growth demand for
our show that has lead to offers from many
CABLE OPERATORS - OTT, DTV & IPTV
PLATFORMS.
They understand...
We Have Something That Is
Attractive to All Ages & New Advertisers.”

- We Are Currently on 600 million devices - Currently at 85 million homes in USA.

RECENT PROJECT

BRAND IDENTITY
Branding / UX/UI / Technology

IN STUDIO OR ON THE ROAD
Broadcasting live from our studio in Scottsdale our amazing
team of people are working everyday to gather the most interesting videos and VJ’s delivering promotional and musician
oversight during the broadcasts are gaining fame everywhere.
From our stage to the television in your home, we deliver a
solid music format that has a little added spice that piques the
interest of our viewership with augmented reality, product
visuals and of course....great music videos.
We are taking the show international, with musicians in various
countries providing music in multiple languages to enlighten
our viewers about the growth of music around the world.

We have really put together a powerful and vibrant branding
strategy that will capture the attention of the masses. Our ability
to leverage social media to gain exposure through our video
clips on already popular music placement is a huge advantage.
Having the authority of television adds a level of credibility that a
youtube “star” must develop over a much longer period of time,
if they are ever able to attain it at all. Our brand has a unique look
and catchy feel that when mixed with our television network
boost of commercials, posts and coming attractions, will propel
the brand quickly. Our merchandise will feature our logo that will
become an iconic figure. We have uniquely designed our logo as a
somewhat amorphous font design. Our digital promos and “eyecandy” attention-grabbers are aligned with the demographics of
our target audience and will be a driving force for word of mouth
as well as our huge list of celebrity endorsements is capturing
even more people to gain interest.

STRATEGY
Motivation & Driving Force to Success

Our strategy is motivated by a sense of duty at Foqus TV, as we
have viewers who are counting on real music insight and fun
and interesting content that advances their understanding of
the new artists coming out. With this in mind, we have
developed a global network, and we are tirelessly tracking
and monitoring the new music, concerts and live events
while working with promoters to various concerts to increase
awareness. Spreading the “hot tips” quickly, easily and simply
through our apps are giving us an advantage in social media
and other mediums to spread our information and our brand
to the 600 million and growing number of music enthusiasts.
Additonally by educating people on the music news segments
that are now capturing people’s attention with current events
that effect or increase music. We will curate the much needed
accessibility information that this nacsent industry desperately
needs to expand to the masses. Our team will make it easy to
understand so our viewers can take action and take advantage
of the huge opportunities that exist in this market.

LIVE INTERVIEWS WITH MUSICIANS

THIS INCLUDES
Brand Strategy
Experience Strategy
Social Strategy
SEO Optimization
Conversion Optimization
Digital Marketing
Research
Campaigns

LIVE SETS FOR MUSIC NEWS - AIRING DAILY

RECENT PROJECT

TECHNOLOGY
INSIDE THE STUDIO

Foqus TV is broadcast from a fully functioning studio that
houses a full sound stage and all the requisite trained
personnel to operate in unison. Using some of today’s key
broadcast equipment, digital effects, and real-time interaction
throughout each broadcast, provides viewers with engaging
materials to make the channel both entertaining and
informative.
We are constantly evolving with technology and re-designing
our presentation materials to stay up-to-date and on the
cutting edge so our material stays fresh and exciting. These
tools and our deep connections throughout the television
industry will allow us to become the one network that will
dominate the coverage of the entire music market.

THIS INCLUDES
Multiple Set Designs
Cameras & Equipment
Full Crew for Music News
Anchors & Reporters Globally
Content Management Team
App Development Team
Production Team

“We are creating an entertaining and
unique source showcase for Music
that is desperately needed, yet
completely untapped market.”
THAT’S WHAT MAKES US DIFFERENT

foqus music television

On Location or Live in the Studio

Our Channel
We Are Assembling the Best and Brightest
We have an assembled an amazing team of multi-talented
music industry addicts, who follow this market religiously.
This devotion allows us to provide a powerful presentation of
industry insights, deeply meaningful interviews and of course,
coverage of all music market action.

THIS INCLUDES

Armed with a full production studio and mobile trucks ready
to capture coverage of concerts, live events and interviews
around the country, our team will dominate the coverage of
this untapped market. Furthermore, we are assembling a team
of international reporters to expand coverage of major
music events happening globally. Our Arizona studio is where
we produce each segment and project feeds to various
networks around the world. For more information on the show
or advertising, please email us at info@foqustv.com.

ON lOCATION INTERVIEWS

TOP MUSIC STORIES

ON LOCATION AT CONCERTS

MUSIC INDUSTRY UPDATES

IN STUDIO INTERVIEWS

VJ PROMOTIONS

CALL IN GUESTS - VIDEO OR SKYPE

SPONSOR PROMOTED SEGEMENTS

ROVING REPORTERS GLOBALLY

NEW ARTIST SPOTLIGHT

SPONSORED CONTENT & DOCUMENTARIES

MUSIC NEWS DAILY

Ads and Sizes for Website
Website / Integration / Technology
Providing an understanding of the various sizes of web graphic advertising that can be included in packages as well as a la carte.
You simply need to include your graphic with your paperwork in the file size and format that is specified in our application form
to ensure that your graphic is properly placed on the proper page within our website.
For more information you can always reach out to our sales people to ask any questions related to our packages, graphics, airing
times and more. Also you can send an email to ad@foqustv.com to get a response.

contact and support
Leveraging Global Relationships
Foqus TV is a music network that is always growing with music videos. Our partners and followers around the world help keep us
abreast of major announcements, breaking news and supply us with new music videos. Our team reviews information as it flows
in verifies for our policies and then places into rotation. We require that all information shared by submission are sent via email
and with a link or some type of verification/waiver aspect attached. Mobile users can send, upload or in some cases be
connected via facetime, skype or web conferencing to become an instant on-scene reporters. All submssions are carefully
reviewed to ensure all information is correct. VJ’s globally can submit their video application for becoming an on screen resource
or information applicant through our website. We have a staff on hand to accept calls and other forms of communication.

ON-AIR PLAN

LET’S TALK

We are always looking for up to the minute information
from industry experts who wish to participate in our
daily broadcasts. Globally, we are working to find the
most reliable sources to join us as guests and provide
their unique perspective on music industry. If you believe that your information could enhance our program,
please contact us and request our on-air terms sheet.

Advertisers... Are you interested in capturing the interest of your ideal demographic? Let’s talk about how an
advertisement, on air mentions or sponsored content
can help you grow your business. Please email us to
express your interest, or call us to speak with one of our
business development professionals. Music fans are
the most loyal to brands and we have the right fit for
you to make a historical advancement in your brand or
service. Just one simple call or email.

info@foqustv.com

info@foqustv.com

www.foqustv.com.com

www.foqustv.com

OUR SEGMENTS
THE HYPE FOR MUSIC UPDATES
Foqus TV currently broadcasts 24-7 with various music
segments to entertain our viewers. Each hour offers uniquely
presented music videos and VJ promotions to keep viewers
continuously watching. Our content is illuminating for both
active musicians and music fans as well as people brand new
to this concept of programming.

VJ DIALOG

MUSIC NEWS

BACKGROUND ON MUSIC NEXT

KEEP THE WORLD CURRENT

TOP REQUESTED

BEHIND THE MUSIC

VIEWERS VOTING FOR MUSIC

A BRIEF OVERVIEW OF MUSIC

ARTIST SPOTLIGHT

THE FORGE

NEW ARTISTS MUSIC VIDEOS

BLOCKS OF METAL VIDEOS

COUNTRY CORNER

ROCK AVALANCHE

BLOCK OF COUNTRY SONGS

BLOCK OF ROCK MUSIC

FOQUS TV OVERVIEW
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foqus TV

THE ULTIMATE MUSIC CHANNEL 24-7
INNOVATION. MUSIC VIDEOS & ENTERTAINMENT
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